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Abstract
Instruction manuals have a direct impact on the eﬃciency of processes
within nuclear facilities directly aﬀecting the productivity and safety of
employees. Operation handling must therefore be speciﬁed in an accurate manner that avoids ambiguity and prevents errors. To support this
process, a framework was implemented for the computer based creation
of instruction manuals for the operation of technical systems in nuclear
facilities (“ManPro”). The tool is based on a modeling speciﬁcation in
the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML), which deﬁnes the components of
a system. This paper extends the “ManPro” approach examining the ergonomic aspects for its system components and interactions.
Keywords : Software Evaluation, Technical documentation, Nuclear
Power Plants, Markup languages
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Introduction

Recent unfortunate events related to safety systems within nuclear facilities
have boosted worldwide concern about the disadvantages of using nuclear energy. Many control systems are obsolete and no longer comply with the current
technological and safety standards. This also applies to the production of instruction manuals that have been, in some cases, developed over 40 years ago and
rarely updated. These user manuals are directly responsible for the eﬃciency,
productivity and safety within the facilities, and when left outdated could lead
to dire consequences. For the safety of nuclear power plants operators it is
crucial to make sure that the speciﬁcations that a plant has to meet, as well
as its handling instructions, functionality and architecture is updated [1]. The
“ManPro” framework for the Generation and Assessment of Documentation for
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Nuclear Facilities has been recently developed to assuage the concern related to
the safety systems of nuclear facilities. “ManPro” facilitates the generation of
user manuals through a computer aided process that guides the technical writer
through the diﬀerent system components [2, 3]. A User Interface (UI) is generated from a modeling speciﬁcation in the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML),
which deﬁnes the components of a system. The information entered by the user
is then stored for the further presentation of the document in diﬀerent formats.
The ability of such a new design concept as “ManPro” to meet the user needs as
well as its ease of use was veriﬁed through the electronic reference system and
evaluation tool “EKIDES”, that was developed by the institute of Ergonomics
at the Technische Universität München as a modular framework to assist designers of technical systems to meet ergonomic requirements [4]. The electronic
database provides ergonomic knowledge that has been compiled from industrial
standards, scientiﬁc publications and research reports, as well as from laws and
regulations regarding relevant topics concerning the study of interactions among
humans and other elements of a system to optimize human well-being and overall system performance [5]. It allows for ergonomic assessment of workload, task
or products through the selection of check lists that build the heuristics relevant
to the tested product. The ergonomic tests can then be performed according to
the selected requirements resulting in a test report generation. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revises related work in the area of the
automatic generation of documentation. Section 3 describes the implementation
process of the proposed software application, section 4 reports on the evaluation
of the system. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
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Related Literature

Markup languages support the representation of structured information. Therefore, they can be used to translate software engineering that is represented in
a certain language into other markup languages. The authors in [6, 7] made
use of this interoperability and introduced a software solution for a variable
information structure display that was based on the combination of markup
languages. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) was used for representing
a document structure, which could subsequently and independently be transformed into new ones using style sheets in the Extensible style sheet Language
(XSL). Basing their approach on markup languages, the authors in [8] introduced a portable, distributed approach that allowed browsing UML models on
the internet using XML and related speciﬁcations, such as the Document Object
Model (DOM), the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) and the Vector Markup
Language (VML).
Most approaches to generate software documentation use UML diagrams that
include the system design information [12]. In a diﬀerent context a further,
XML-based approach that focused on the generation of architectural documentation for a software system from the implementation code was presented in [9].
The authors identiﬁed relevant concepts for the software documentation and
extracted them through an analysis of the source code. Additionally, they
organized the documentation in a hierarchical form, which they presented in
a human-readable format. A related approach to an iterative reconstruction
process that allows users to create a source code model in an database, and ex-
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tract the reconstructed architecture through Structured Query Language (SQL)
queries was proposed in [10]. An additional technology that addressed a related
topic was introduced in [11]: The authors developed an authoring tool for automating the generation process of software architectures from program sources.
In the same context of automatic information extraction from an existing system, in [13] it was shown that graphical input dialogs can be automatically
created from text speciﬁcation. Additionally, several model-based approaches
that have been introduced in previous research [14, 15, 16, 17] allow to automatically generate user interfaces. Leaning on a combination of some technologies
from these frameworks, we generate speciﬁc documentation for nuclear facilities semi-automatically through a computer-aided process. Making use of the
interoperability characteristics of the markup languages, particularly of UML
diagrams representing nuclear systems components, our approach transfers the
required information from the software’s functional speciﬁcation described in
the Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) into user documentation, analog to the
process to generate software documentation. We display a correct user interfaces that map the diﬀerent system components, allowing the user to enter the
information that will later appear in the user manual.

3
3.1

ManPro Implementation Process
Requirements Analysis

The main goal of the “ManPro” framework is to achieve a platform that generates functionality instructions for a more ﬂexible representation of documents
ensuring that the information contained in the ﬁnal user manual is searchable
and understandable for the user, without ambiguity. Accuracy of document
content must be ensured through predeﬁned ﬁelds for data entry preventing
errors and making the information accessible to multiple users.

3.2

System Design

The “ManPro” tool adheres to internationalization principles, allowing for multilingual content. A relational database contains all the tables and relationships
needed for the reliable and correct storage of information previously entered by
the user through a Web-based form, which has been dynamically created from
a UML speciﬁcation of the system architecture. The tool implementation process is depicted in Fig. 1. To edit an instruction manual, the technical writer
needs only access the appropriate Web forms to then create a document or
add information or change contents for an existing document. The descriptive
components of the instruction manuals are then stored in XML format for the
further compilation of the ﬁnal document.
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Figure 1: “ManPro” process to semi-automatically generate instruction manuals
for nuclear facilities.

3.3

System Components

“ManPro” consists of the following components:
• An XMI ﬁle containing the structure for a modeling speciﬁcation of a
nuclear plant system in UML;
• A Web form that ensures accuracy in the content of the documentation
through guided questions and predeﬁned ﬁelds extracted from the UML
system speciﬁcation, preventing errors. Additionally, information is immediately available and can be accessed from any computer with Internet
access. It also assists system developers with templates and descriptions of
requirements for nuclear facilities during the documentation writing step;
• A relational database that enables simple data updates, validation and accuracy through error check. Additionally, the storage of data in a database
allows the user to cross-check data against existing information and to
map already available documents. Information can be easily accessed, visualized and manipulated through SQL. The information available in the
database can then be extracted through Java and MySQL queries, creating
information related to chapters, sections, graphics, paragraphs or subsections, also including diﬀerent kind of lists. Document internationalization
requirements are also speciﬁed in Java;
• An XML document, extracted from the database’s information using JDBC
and containing the database structure mentioned above that will be further transformed into the ﬁnal instructions manual version in PDF;
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• The ﬁnal instructions manual in a human-readable format such as PDF
achieved through the XSL Transformation language XSLT;
In “ManPro”, a relational database contains all the tables and relationships
needed for the reliable and correct storage of information previously entered by
the user through a Web-based form. The Web-based form has been dynamically
created from a UML speciﬁcation of the system architecture, behavior, structure
and maintenance. The descriptive components of the instruction manuals are
then stored in XML format for further compilation of the ﬁnal document.
3.3.1

Web Form Generation from UML

The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized modeling language.
It contains a system for notating graphics and, thus, it enables the creation of
visual models for object-oriented software applications. For these reasons, it has
become the industry standard for modeling software systems [18]. UML provides
a standardized way to write a system’s blueprint, for example classes written in
a speciﬁc programming language, database schemes, and reusable software components. A component diagram depicts how a software system is split up into
components, and also shows the dependencies among these components [19].
Therefore it provides a perfect framework to develop the speciﬁcations functionality and architecture that a nuclear plant must meet.
To generate the user manuals from the diﬀerent system components, we used in
our framework a source class diagram in UML. Each class represented a chapter
in the document; the methods contained in the classes represented the chapter
sections. Fig. 2 shows a sample UML to illustrate our method based on the Nuclear Power Reactors Components speciﬁed in [20]. An XMI ﬁle was exported
from the diagram. Since the XMI input ﬁle is XML-based, it was accessed
through a XSLT ﬁle to generate the input ﬁelds of the Web form and be able
to display the object-oriented design in UML in a web browser.

Figure 2: UML Sample Class Diagram.
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The form ﬁelds reﬂected the class and interface UML elements as well as the
relationships between objects (i.e. inheritance). The XSLT style sheet contained
the patterns to match the relevant elements within the XMI document and the
transformations rules to apply when a match was found. To build the Web form
for data entry, we used the HyperText Markup Language (HTML). Additionally,
the open source, server-side PHP scripting language was used to insert the form
data into the database and to validate the user input on the server.
3.3.2

Database

A database is a collection of data that can be shared by several users. In “ManPro”, access to the database was restricted to only authorized users requesting
a login for the password protected web server. In the relational database model,
data is organized in the form of tables that contain information which can be accessed through the Structured Query Language (SQL). To develop the relational
database platform, we used the XAMPP PHP-Apache-MySQL solution. The
“document” table was connected to the rest of the tables containing document
parts. This architecture allowed for reuse of such data for multiple documents.
Many-to-many relationships were saved in separate tables, which referred to
primary keys with foreign keys of further tables to easily join information for a
later data extraction based on queries.
3.3.3

XML Extraction from the Database

The Java application programming interface (API) and data access technology
called Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) provides methods for querying and
updating data in relational databases [21]. To be able to access database information in an XML format, we built our approach upon the JDBC data access
technology. Through a mapping process, the information desired for retrieval
was selected leaning on an intermediate xml mapping ﬁle used by java code to
acknowledge the database structure [22]:
1. An intermediate mapping XML ﬁle retrieved the necessary information
from diﬀerent database tables through Standard Query Language (SQL)
queries.
2. In the same ﬁle, the overall structure of the new XML document was
speciﬁed, describing the tree elements and their attributes, namely the
root and the rest of elements that represented the database rows.
3. Additionally, the structure information was completed with the names and
contents of data elements, creating new elements and attributes.
An XSL style sheet contained the rules for depicting information included in
the XML with the appropriate layout. We exploited the resources of XSLT 2.0
for regular expression matching, to describe the text strings patterns intended
for manipulation. To create the new XML document, the extracted data was
made available by parsing the ﬁle created above. We then recovered the data
element and the SQL statement, determining ﬁrst the root element and then
obtaining data nodes. The data was then stored in the root of the document
tree, in order to gain primary access to the document’s data, and to be able
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to create element nodes, text nodes, comments, processing instructions, etc.
through the methods contained in the Document Object [23].
To load the locale-speciﬁc resource from the appropriate resource ﬁle for the current user locale, we proceeded according to the following steps: Text elements
for each language were stored in external XML documents or dictionaries. The
source XML documents as well as the dictionaries contained an ID attribute for
deﬁning the node, or the text element that had to be inserted into the node, respectively. Finally, an XSLT ﬁle was used to compare the ID attributes of both
documents and insert the corresponding translation into the target XML document through variables that stored the whole dictionary and the ID attribute
of the matched element.
3.3.4

PDF Generation

The Extensible Style Sheet Language Formatting Objects (XSL-FO), enables
formatting XML data for output to diﬀerent media. The “ManPro” framework
contained several XSL style sheets for the diﬀerent representation of the XML
content. PNG images were generated from the style sheets to enable a preview
of the format in which the PDF would be created. We proceeded according
to the following method: an image of the ﬁrst page and a chapter page were
saved on the server. Their URIs were stored in the database as XSL style sheets
metadata. As a consequence, every time the user selected a diﬀerent template
from the drop-down menu option to generate a PDF ﬁle, each style sheet and its
correspondent image URI was read and loaded using JavaScript. Using XSLT,
the ﬁnal XML document transformation into a PDF was performed. For this
step, Apache FOP Java-based open source application was used to generate PDF
documents from FO ﬁles using XSL. We accessed the tree nodes of the basic
XML document and selectively copied the content of the XML document into a
new XML document, which represented the ﬁnal structure. Pattern matching
was used to identify the variable options for the copying process.

3.4

Graphical User Interface

For consistency reasons, all the pages in the application were based on the same
structure and contained a Header element with the “ManPro” application title
and logos from the Technische Universität München, Institute of Ergonomics
and Venus 2 project. The Navigation menu contained the menu items for navigation, the side bar, instant help on the current page and the page content,
elements such as input ﬁelds and other interaction buttons. To create a new
manual the user had to select the ”New Manual” from the ”Manual Management” option. To edit an existing manual, the ”Edit Manual” option from the
”Manual Management” menu needed to be selected. Finally, to generate a PDF
ﬁle from an exiting manual, the user had to select the ”Generate PDF” option.
The ”Home” button allowed navigation back to the main page. To give the
reader a concrete idea of page layout, Fig. 3 shows the menu options to create a
PDF ﬁle from a selected manual. Fig. 4 illustrates the navigation process within
the manual management menu option from the “ManPro” online form.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the “ManPro” online tool to create a PDF ﬁle from a
selected manual.

Figure 4: Navigation within the “manual management” menu option of the
“ManPro” Tool.
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4

ManPro Evaluation Process

4.1

Formative evaluation

During the continually-evolving development of the application, we performed
several formative evaluations to detect and ﬁx any potential operating problems. The ﬁrst inspection-based evaluation during the development phase was
carried out by two independent usability experts. They performed typical processing steps with the program (the tasks were allocated by the developer). The
evaluation was carried out on the basis of predeﬁned usability principles (heuristics). Additionally, 2 further experts performed a further evaluation selecting
142 items from the computer-aided ergonomic testing and evaluation module of
the EKIDES tool [24] that were relevant to the “ManPro” framework. A section
of the selected heuristics corresponding to the general rules for software design
is shown in Fig. 5. For example some of the relevant heuristics corresponding
to data input were:
• Prevention of unintended actions (unintended data loss);
• Delete authorization (deletion must be conﬁrmed by the user);
• Immediate feedback (time to give feedback to the user must be immediate,
otherwise the processing time must be shown);
• Clear indication of input ﬁeld formats (for example for dates).
After selecting the relevant components for the testing of the application, the
processing test report section of EKIDES was run and prompted a user interface
that showed: a) an icon for the eﬀect of a non-fulﬁllment of a certain system
heuristic on health (it did not apply to the “ManPro” tool) safety, performance,
reliability and comfort; b) its description and c) a question regarding the completion of the requirement. An input ﬁeld from 1 (minor) to 3 (high) to enter
the level of severity of the problem completed the system. Usability experts
analyzed the “ManPro” tool according to these criteria. The most signiﬁcant
results are commented on the results section.

4.2

Summative evaluation

To verify the almost ﬁnalized “ManPro” system according to the criteria speciﬁed in the requirements phase a summative evaluation was performed by 14
subjects. They analyzed the criteria described in Table 1 classifying the ManPro Tool on a scale from 0 (very bad) to 10 (very good). Results are discussed
in the next section.
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Table 1: Deﬁned subjective evaluation criteria for the “ManPro” assessment.

Figure 5: Section of the relevant components for the “ManPro” evaluation process.

4.3

Evaluation Results

In this section we summarize the main results from the performed formative
evaluation. We indicate the problems related to usability and if they were
corrected.
• Optical appearance and color choice: the combination of grey, black, blue
and white makes a good impression. The color contrast is also good.
• Font size: the font is easy to read. Highlighting important information
through bold printing facilitates orientation.
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• Layout (size and arrangement of the elements): the layout is largely intelligible and clear. The texts that describe each menu are located top right
on each page for each function, resulting in a beautiful design impression.
The symmetrical arrangement to the title of the page that did not exist
in previous versions was corrected. Additionally, explanatory texts were
shown to the user after placing the mouse over the buttons.
• Input modalities: the program is easy to use with the mouse and the
mouse areas are reasonably large. Functions are not yet accessible using
the keyboard, shortcuts do not exist.
• Functionality: the functions within the main views “Create New Manual”
and “Edit Manual” are clearly structured. The individual ﬁelds are also
clearly labeled and the input functions react as expected. Input is enforced
for ﬁelds marked with asterisks.
• Fault tolerance: feedback was given to the user about actions performed
and right or wrong interactions.
• Help function: the help function in the menu tab “Home” includes a
description about how to use the program and where to ﬁnd the functions.

Figure 6: “ManPro” graphic evaluation analysis.
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The results regarding the completion of the requirements on safety, performance, reliability and comfort and the severity level of the problem from 1 to 3
are illustrated in Fig. 6. From the 142 items that applied to “ManPro”, 37 did
not meet the requirements. None represented a serious problem that prevented
usability of the system (scored with 3) and only 2 items were scored as a minor (1) or medium (2) severity problem for the system performance, meaning
that users quickly adapted to the issues and ﬁxing them should be given low to
medium priority.
Of the 5 items that aﬀected safety of the systems, only 1, protection or encryption of stored data was not fulﬁlled. This issue was corrected.
From the 8 items that aﬀected the reliability, the following two were not accomplished by “ManPro”: 1) conﬁrmation of actions by the user before occurring
and 2) some unintended actions could lead to lose of data. Both were corrected.
From the 11 items that aﬀected the comfort of using the system, 3 were not
fulﬁlled by the system. Two of them were related to the help function and one
concerned the position of the cursor on the ﬁrst input ﬁeld. All three were corrected.
Concerning the performance of the system, 118 heuristics were relevant for the
tool and of them 31 were not met. They were related to feedback from the
system by data change and layout problems such as paging and scrolling (not
enough space to visualize information). All of them were corrected.
Results regarding the “ManPro” classiﬁcation on a scale from 0 to 10 according
to the criteria in Table 1, are summarized in Fig. 7. The graphic displays the
score given to the application by a speciﬁc subject (green or external line) compared with the mean value obtained from all the 14 subjects (blue or internal
line). The mean values for the system’s functionality (0.61), feedback (0.71),
navigation and content (0.64), learnability (0.68) and visual design (0.71) show
that the users were satisﬁed with the tool.

Figure 7: “ManPro” subjective evaluation analysis.
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Only the mean value of the error feedback parameter was classiﬁed as insufﬁcient by all the subjects with a score of 0.46 .

5

Concluding Remarks

This paper extended the content of earlier research in the ﬁeld of instructions
manuals for nuclear power plants [2, 3, 12] and examined the “ManPro” approach for the semiautomatic generation of instructions manuals from an ergonomic point of view. It showed that a complete software analysis can be
achieved by making use of the EKIDES tool. The main “ManPro” qualities can
be summarized as follows: “ManPro” is a novel framework for the computer
based creation of instruction manuals for the operation of technical systems in
nuclear power facilities. The approach is language and platform independent
and ensures accuracy of documentation content through predeﬁned ﬁelds for
data entry, preventing errors. Additionally the information is accessible to multiple users. The tool also allows for multilingual content. “ManPro” has been
proven to be eﬃcient and user-friendly, as it guarantees that the information
contained in the ﬁnal user manual is searchable and understandable. The performed “ManPro” ergonomic assessment allowed the gathering of knowledge to
learn and improve future functionality and interaction design and implementation.
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